Office or Committee Name: Student Paper Contest

Officer or Chairperson Name: Ryan Rector

Date of Preparation (include year): July 21, 2016

Committee Activities during the Year:
The committee will continue to discuss and try to find a better way to minimize paper and poster score variations among judges within each section. Ryan Rector and Joel Felix had a telephone conversation and we have agreed to try and develop guidelines that can be used to more consistently judge the papers and posters.

Recommendations for Board Action:
The committee is asking the board to suggest ideas on factors that could be considered in our efforts to develop a guideline that can be used to help provide consistent scoring among the judges. All suggestions will be considered by the committee.

Budget Needs: None

Suggestions for the Future:

Current Committee Members:
Ryan Rector, Ryan Edwards, Eric Patterson (student representative), and Joel Felix

Name of Person Preparing This Report:
Joel Felix